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to mention letter and pkces of \erse that had no place in Bandello.
By this means, and with stories extracted from other authors,
he expanded the ILstmres Tragtques to seven volumes in lieu of
Bandcllo's three. Yet there is hardly an} moic mental analysis in
Bdlefoiest than in Bandello. Only one s>toiy, that of Dom Diego,
who bmies himself in the Pyienees to brood on the fickleness of
Gincvia, a tale retold by both Paintci and Fen ton, belongs to senti-
mental fiction. The moral is not biought out by any anatomy of
motive, but simply in the crushing consequences of unruly passion,
emphasi/ed by the commentator's censorious rhctonc. Themoie
tei nble the nemesis the more was it relished by both the translators
and their master, betraying a ciude appetite for horrors which they
mistook for righteous indignation
Belleforest found a devoted tianslator in Geoffrey Fenton, a man Fen teat9
of diffeient kidney fiom Painter.   He belonged to a knightly house, " Trag
and affected, like so many of his time, to join the character of a%
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thinker and man of letters to that or the courtier and politician. O
But he was lacking in the sterling qualities that enabled his magnifi- ,/t
cent contempoiary, Sir Philip Sidney, to realise such an ideal, and
the recoid of Fenton"s doings as a sen ant of the queen in Ireland
is one of callous self-seeking, meanness, and treachery. He was
under thirty when his Tragical/ Discourses of Bandello appeared in
1567, a few months before Painter's second volume. It was dedi-
cated to Lady Mary Sidney, Sir Philip's mothei, and had presumably
been the employment of Fenton's leisure hours m Pans, where he
may perhaps have gone with the ambassador, Sir Thomas Hobj.
Having sowed his wild oats, the young man was in a moralizing mood,
and found congenial themes in the Histoircs Tragiques, just as he
was a little later to find satisfaction in Englishing certain religious
and philosophical disputations and an anthology of meditative
passages from Guevara, which he otyled (1 olden Epistles. Fenton
was a sentimentalist, in that his moial obsessions were only skin-
deep ; but his temper was in sympathetic accord with that of
Belleforest, from whom he took thirteen stones and expanded them
with still further comments and elaborate embellishments.
It is worth the English reader's while to compare the four tales
borrowed from Belleforest by both Painter and Fenton, and observe
the different ways in which they handled the material. The stories in

